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Odyssey Use Case  

MS Installer and Patch Management 

Pantheon’s Odyssey Digital Automation Platform tackles the problems of integration, 

scheduling, routing, approvals, reporting and auditing. Odyssey brings together your 

existing applications, operating systems, databases in new and exciting ways, and it 

makes complex interactions faster and more consistent.   

 

This document contains a real-world Use Case of how our customers have used Odyssey 

to extend their capabilities, bring speed and precision to their work, and allow 

employees to get more done in less time. 
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Odyssey Infrastructure Tools – MS Installer and Patch Management 

Odyssey Windows MS Installer Deployment Flow
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1.  MSI developers complete development of their 
application installer. In other cases Product vendors 
provide prebuilt MSI packages. Upon successful 
completion of development, the changes are checked into a 
version control system such as Team Foundation Server. 
The developers run the UltraeditMSInstallDev project in 
development get the package and install it in dev.
         

8.  (Optional) If approvals are required, Odyssey sends 
approval requests (emails) to the approvers.

7.  After user acceptance testing, Application support runs 
UltraeditMSIInstallProd  project to build and deploy the 
Application changes to production environment. This is 
usually User Desktops in the case of client applications or 
Server machines if the deployed application is meant for 
server side usage. This project contains similar steps as 
shown in step 2 except that the project uses properties 
relevant to the production environment.

6.  If approved, Odyssey performs an install of the 
application to the acceptance environment.

4.  (Optional) If approvals are required, Odyssey sends
approval requests (emails) to the approvers. 
5. (Optional) Approvers can either approve/reject the 
deployment request. 

9.  (Optional) Approvers can either approve/reject the 
deployment request.

10.  If approved, Odyssey installs the application changes 
to the production environment.

2.  This project will perform the following tasks.
* Using Odyssey MS Team Foundation Server Task 
Agent
          - Create Workspace
          - Get Binaries for setup
* Using Odyssey Migrate Task Agent

- Move installation binary to destination
* Using Odyssey Windows MSI Task Agent

- Install Product 

3.  The application can now be tested in the Development 
environment. After testing is complete, the Application 
Support team deploys the UltraeditMSInstallAcpt project 
to deploy the application changes to the acceptance 
environment. This project is identical to the project in step 
2, except for properties that are specific to the Acceptance 
environment.

 

The customer wanted to add speed and precision to developing, testing, and deploying application changes all while 

maintaining quality and system integrity. A project was created to speed the majority of the ancillary processes, which 

are routine but time consuming, freeing personnel to concentrate on areas that required critical thinking and expertise. 

The MSI Development Team members (Devs) perform their code development and check in their code. The Devs then 

deploy a project that will build the MSI and install it on the Dev environment. (Because this has no impact to delivered 

code and will happen often, the project is configured to require no approvals.) The project uses the MS Team 

Foundation Server Task Agent to creates workspaces and build the installation binaries. Then it uses the Odyssey 

Migrate Task Agent to copies the MSI to the appropriate Dev QA server, and then uses the Odyssey Windows MSI Task 

Agent to install the MSI.  
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Dev QA tests the changes in the Dev environment. If it passes their tests, Dev QA deploys a project to begin the next 

phase. This project is much like the previous one, but has differences in approvals and environments. Because this is 

leaving Development and proceeding to UAT, the project requires one or more approvals, and Odyssey notifies the 

Approvers that Dev QA has requested deployment to UAT. The Approvers then review the request and approve (or 

reject) the deployment. Once approved, the project uses the Odyssey Migrate Task Agent to copy the approved MSI to 

the appropriate UAT server, and then uses the Odyssey Windows MSI Task Agent to install the MSI.  

UA tests the changes in the UAT environment. If it passes their tests, UAT deploys a project to begin the next phase. This 

project is much like the previous two, but has differences in approvals and environments. Because this is leaving UAT 

and proceeding to Production, the project requires one or more approvals, and Odyssey notifies the Approvers that UAT 

has requested deployment to Production. The Approvers then review the request and approve (or reject) the 

deployment. Once approved, the project uses the Odyssey Migrate Task Agent to copy the approved MSI to the 

appropriate Production servers or desktops, and then uses the Odyssey Windows MSI Task Agent to install the MSI. 

Because this involves more servers and desktops than before, tracking is performed individually per installation. 


